JODI-ANN BUREY
SPEAKER. WRITER. DISRUPTOR.

hello@jodiannburey.com | jodiannburey.com

ABOUT ME

Jodi-Ann Burey (she/her) has a mission to disrupt “business as usual” to achieve social change. Her work is grounded in behavior change frameworks and the systemic intersectional approaches needed to address inequities. Jodi-Ann is also the creator and host of Black Cancer, a podcast that explores the cancer journeys of everyday people of color. She is also an instructor at the University of Washington’s Communication Leadership graduate program.

OFFERINGS

- Keynote speaker
- Conversation curator
- Workshops + facilitation
- Live interviews + conversations
- Short- and long-form writing
- Small- and large-group discussions

RECENT WORK

Public Work
- Why You Should Not Bring Your Authentic Self to Work | TEDx | Video
- The Future of Work + Showing Up Authentically | The University of Washington | Video
- Navigating Structural Racism in the Workplace | The Muse | Article
- Transforming Silence to Action: An Anti-Racist Learning Series | LinkedIn Live Video
- Opening remarks + interview with Stacey Abrams | Video (31:30)

Press
- Community Conversations: Cancer in the Black Community | NBC Universal DFW | Video
- The Black Cancer Podcast Centers People of Color Because "Your Life and Trauma Matters" | POPSUGAR | Article
- Live Interview on Racial Microaggressions | Good Morning Washington | Video
- Are We Going to Be Okay? COVID-19 Travel Edition | KUOW NPR | Video
- My Karen Translator Responds to Racism So You Don't Have To | OneZero | Article

Workshops + Talks
- The Lived Experience of Data: Racism in Healthcare
- Navigating Workplace Microaggressions for Women of Color
- Imposter Syndrome in Bullsh*t: A Workshop
- Leveraging Your Power for Anti-Racist Leadership
- Navigating Your Role through a DEI Lens
- The Language of Racism + Passive Aggressive Communication
- Authenticity in the Workplace